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Abstract: In this research, the three dimensional porous scaffolds made of a polycaprolactone (PCL)
microsphere/TiO2 nanotube (TNT) composite was fabricated and evaluated for potential bone
substitute applications. We used a microsphere sintering method to produce three dimensional PCL
microsphere/TNT composite scaffolds. The mechanical properties of composite scaffolds were
regulated by varying parameters, such as sintering time, microsphere diameter range size and PCL/TNT
ratio. The obtained results ascertained that the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffold sintered at 60 °C for 90 min
had the most optimal mechanical properties and an appropriate pore structure for bone tissue
engineering applications. The average pore size and total porosity percentage increased after increasing
the microsphere diameter range for PCL and PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffolds. The degradation rate was
relatively high in PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) composites compared to pure PCL when the samples were placed
in the simulated body fluid (SBF) for 6 weeks. Also, the compressive strength and modulus of PCL and
PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) composite scaffolds decreased during the 6 weeks of storage in SBF. MTT (3-(4,5Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide) assay and alkaline phosphates (ALP) activity
results demonstrated that a generally increasing trend in cell viability was observed for PCL/TNT
(0.5 wt%) scaffold sintered at 60 °C for 90 min compared to the control group. Eventually, the
quantitative RT-PCR data provided the evidence that the PCL scaffold containing TiO2 nanotube
constitutes a good substrate for cell differentiation leading to ECM mineralization.
Keywords: PCL; TiO2 nanotube; Scaffold; Tissue engineering; Mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Tissue engineering uses the basic principles of material technology and life science
to restore the tissue integrity and functionality by replenishing cell density and activity
along with encompassing gene expression and protein activity necessary for homeostatic
maintenance of the initially damaged area.1–20 Scaffolds are integral to this regenerative
process.

PCL is one of the most critical thermoplastics and has received much consideration
because of its adaptability, biodegradability, and applications in tissue engineering.21
However, a few inadequacies, such as low melting temperature and low mechanical
properties limit modern utilization of PCL. In order to enhance the physical properties of
the polymer, inorganic particles were used to enhance a few its properties. The guarantee
of these new composites is a controllable blend of the properties of the polymer
(adaptability, toughness, and simple handling) and the properties of the filler (hardness,
sturdiness and, thermal stability).22

Recently, TiO2 particles have drawn more attention in the biomedical field. TiO2
powders are effective in apatite formation on the PCL/TiO2 composite surface in simulated
body fluids (SBF), which is believed to be a prerequisite for bioactivity. Liu et al.23 found
that nano TiO2 effectively enhanced cell attachment and proliferation. Goto et al.24 similarly
revealed that TiO2-containing bone cement could not simply permit the regulation of the
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setting time, and the handling of bone cement additionally enhances the osteoconductivity
in vitro and in vivo. Nanosized titanium can also promote protein absorption and
osteoblast adhesion.24 Thus, nano-TiO2 could be a potential material for bone repair
applications. Nanomaterials are attractive for many applications since the reduction of the
grain size to the nanometer scale can improve their physicochemical and mechanical
characteristics.25–58

The ideal drug loading efficiency and the drug dosage optimization make a PCL
microsphere an excellent carrier with controlled release. Borden et al.59 developed a
microsphere-sintered scaffold in which polymers, such as PLGA, were fabricated into
microspheres by means of single emulsion techniques. By the action of heating and solvent,
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microspheres formed a scaffold with good mechanical
properties. Compared to traditional methods, such as solvent casting/particulate leaching
and thermally induced phase separation, the mechanical properties of the PLGA-sintered
microsphere scaffold were remarkably improved.59 Moreover, in addition to the
advantages of the PCL microsphere, PCL-sintered microsphere scaffolds are also promising
multifunctional vehicles for drug/protein delivery and tissue engineering.
In this study, PCL/TiO2-sintered microsphere scaffolds were produced. The
structural, mechanical and biological characterization of these composite scaffolds were
evaluated.

The aim of this study was incorporation of TiO2 nanotube into the PCL scaffold for
improving mechanical properties (young modulus and compressive strength), biological
properties (cell proliferation, bioactivity and MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblast differentiation) and
physicochemical properties (hydrophilicity) for bone tissue engineering applications.

2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Synthesis of TNTs

The TiO2 precursor employed for synthesis of nanotube was a commercially
obtainable TiO2 powder (P25, Degussa AG) with crystalline structure of rutile and anatase
and with a primary particle size of 21 nm. For TNT preparation, briefly, 1.14 g of P25
powder treated with 40–45 mL of 10 N NaOH solution in a Teflon-lined autoclave at
temperature of 150 °C for 48 h. The obtained precipitates after the hydrothermal treatment
were adequately washed with de-ionized water and HCl aqueous solution (1 M) and was
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subsequently separated from the washing solution by filtration while the pH value of the
rinsing solution was < 7. Finally, the powders were dried at 80 °C for 3 h.

2.2. PCL/TNT composite scaffold

2.2.1. Preparation of PCL/TNT microspheres

PCL/TNT composite microspheres were prepared using a modification of the
emulsion and solvent evaporation method. In brief, PCL (Art No. 704,105; Mw = 48,000–
90,000 Da; Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in methylene chloride (Merck Co.) to make a 24%
(w/v) solution. To make PCL/TNT microspheres with a certain PCL to TNT ratio, a known
amount of TNT (0, 0.5, 1.25 and 2.5 wt%) powders (were synthesized and characterized in
our previous works60,61) were dispersed in this solution by agitating on a magnetic stirrer
for 2 h. The solution was then poured into a 0.25% Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
(Mw = 13,000–23,000 Da; Sigma-Aldrich) solution stirring at 500 rpm at room
temperature. Then, the microspheres were filtered and washed with de-ionized water to
remove possible traces of organic solvent and dried in a freeze-drier system (Alpha 1–2 LD,
Germany) for 10 h. Microspheres were separated selectively into the following size ranges
by using commercial sieves, 300–500 μm and 500–1000 μm.
2.2.2. Preparation of PCL/TNT composite scaffolds

The three-dimensional (3D) composite scaffolds were prepared by a sintered
microsphere method. For this purpose, the PCL/TNT microspheres obtained by single
emulsion technique, with 300–500 and 500–1000 μm size range were packed tightly into a
stainless mold and heated at 60 °C in an oven (see Fig. 4) for 60 and 90 min, respectively.
The scaffold obtained was then allowed to cool down to room temperature and finally was
removed from the mold.

2.3. Characterization of PCL/TNT composite scaffolds
2.3.1. SEM observations

The microstructure and morphology of the porous composite scaffold was evaluated
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The scaffold sample was coated with a thin
layer of gold (Au) by sputtering (EMITECH K450X, England), and then, the morphology of it
was observed on a scanning electron microscope (SEM—Tescan Vega 2XMU) that operated
at the acceleration voltage of 10 kV.
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2.3.2. Mechanical properties

The compressive strength and modulus of the composite scaffolds were measured
using a mechanical testing machine (SMT-20, Santam, Iran). According to ASTM D695–15
standard, cylindrical samples with length-to-diameter ratio of 2:1 (10 mm in length and
5 mm in diameter) were prepared. The cross-head speed was set at 0.5 mm/min, and the
load was applied until the specimen was compressed to approximately 30% of its original
length. The elastic modulus was determined as the slope of the initial linear portion of the
stress–strain curve. The compressive strength was calculated as the maximum point of the
stress–strain curve.
2.3.3. Biodegradation test

Scaffolds were weighed once prior to the degradation study, and once again after
the following time points: 0 week, 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks, 4 weeks, 5 weeks and
6 weeks. At each time point, samples were removed from SBF, rinsed twice with deionized
water, and lyophilized for 48 h to ensure the complete removal of water, and weighed. The
weight loss percentages of the specimens were calculated from the weights obtained before
and after degradation as below:
(1)

Weightloss(%) = (𝑊𝑊1 − 𝑊𝑊2 )/𝑊𝑊1 × 100

where W1 and W2 are the sample weight before and after degradation, respectively.

2.3.4. Mercury intrusion porosimetry analysis

The total volume of mercury forced into the sample enables the calculation of the
overall porosity, while the mercury volume variation measured at each pressure interval
permits for the calculation of pore size using the Washburn equation:
(2)

P × 𝑟𝑟 = −2𝛾𝛾 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

where p is the applied pressure, r is the radius of the pore, γ is the surface tension of the mercury
and θ is the contact angle between mercury and the scaffold. The weight of the sample in the glass
holder was determined both before and after the introduction of mercury. The difference in weight
divided by the density of mercury at room temperature gives the total volume used. By dividing the
total pore volume by the external volume of the sample, the porosity or percent pore volume was
calculated. Finally, a built-in algorithm was employed to automatically calculate pore size at each
pressure interval so that the pore size distribution was obtained once all the points were recorded.
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2.3.5. In vitro biological evaluation
2.3.5.1. Cell culture

Osteoblast cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM,
Gibco, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin – streptomycin, 0.25 mg/mL
fungizone, and 2 mM l-glutamine. The culture medium was replaced every 2 days and
cultures were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Then, after about
80% confluence, the cells were digested and subcultured using 0.25% (w/v) trypsinethylenediamineteraacetic acid. The resulting cells in a suspension were then seeded
separately onto scaffolds that had been sterilized by 60Co g-irradiation. For control
experiments, polystyrene tissue culture plates (TCPs) were employed. The cells were
seeded onto each sample by dripping a cell suspension in 24-well plate, and then, the
culture wells were filled with 1 mL of culture medium after 2 h in the incubator.
2.3.5.2. MTT assay

The cell proliferation on the nanocomposite scaffolds was determined using the
MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay. For the assay,
cells (G-292) were then seeded onto 96-well plates at a density of 2 × 104 cells/well and
were incubated under standard culturing conditions. The cells were seeded onto the PCL
and PCL/TNT scaffolds after an overnight incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2 in a humidified
atmosphere. Three wells in the absence of scaffolds were used as negative controls [tissue
culture polystyrene (TCPS)]. For each sample, five wells of microliter plate were selected.
The plates were incubated for 3, 7, and 14 days with a half media changed every 2 days.
Then, nanocomposite scaffolds were removed from the wells and 10 μL of a 5 mg/mL
solution of MTT was added to each well followed by incubation for 5 h at 37 °C. Formed
formazan crystals were dissolved by the addition of 100 μL/well of isopropanol.
Subsequently, the plates were incubated at 37 °C for 10 min and transferred to 48 °C for
15 min before absorbance measurements. Optical density (OD) was recorded on a
multiwell microplate reader at a wavelength of 570 nm.
2.3.5.3. ALP activity

The functional activity of the cells on the prepared scaffolds was evaluated by
measuring the ALP activity. ALP activity was conducted using a commercial kinetics
method. Briefly, the G-292 cell were transferred into 24-well microliter plates at 2 × 104
cells/well, separately. The PCL and PCL/TNT scaffolds were placed in the wells. Three wells
in the absence of the scaffolds were used as negative controls [tissue culture polystyrene
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(TCPS)]. The plates were incubated for 3, 7 and 14 days at 37 °C in humidified air with 5%
CO2. Approximately 10 μL of the supernatant was removed from each well at 3, 7 and
14 days and processed according to the guideline. It is notable that the color changing was
measured by a spectrophotometer at 405 nm. The standard p-nitrophenol curve was
employed to convert the obtained absorbance data to the ALP content.
2.3.5.4. qRT-PCR analysis

The expression levels of osteogenesis-related genes were assessed utilizing the
quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). The MC3T3-E1
cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 104 cells/well, cultured for 3 and 7 days, and then
harvested employing TRIzol to extract RNA. An equivalent amount of RNA from each
scaffold was reverse-transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) by using the
Superscript II first-strand cDNA synthesis kit. Finally, the qRT-PCR analysis of osteocalcin
(OCN), Type I collagen (COL-1) and Runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX-2) genes
was conducted.
2.3.5.5. SEM observations of cell morphology

Cells cultured on the prepared 3D scaffolds were fixed with glutaraldehyde (2.5% in
PBS) for 45 min. Sample dehydration was conducted by slow water replacement employing
series of ethanol solutions (30, 50, 70, 90%) for 15 min with a final dehydration in absolute
ethanol for 30 min, permitting specimens to dry at ambient temperature and under
vacuum. Subsequently, the pieces were mounted on stubs and coated in vacuum with gold
(Au).

2.4. Statistical analysis

All data values are presented as mean ± standard deviation for each group of
samples. For the mechanical and biological properties, five samples were tested per group.
A paired sample t-test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to
determine statistically significant differences between groups. If ANOVA detected a
significant difference within the data set, Tukey's honestly significantly different (HSD)
multiple comparison test was used to determine significant differences between sample
groups. All tests were conducted with 95% confidence intervals (p value < 0.05).
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3. Results & discussion
3.1. Titania nanotubes

The crystallinity and the phase changes of synthesized specimens after
hydrothermal process at 150 °C in comparison with P25 particle were examined by XRD
analysis (see Fig. 1). All peaks in the XRD pattern of P25 was indistinguishable to the
beginning raw materials, which is, comprises of mixed anatase and rutile titania phase
which were depicted with the sharp peaks. It is noticeable that one-dimensional (1D)
titanate structure is available after treating up to 150 °C rise of another, broad and low
angle peak between 5 and 10° (main peak of TNT structure) that displaying the conversion
anatase and rutile peaks to a new phase that is attributed to the layered wall titanate
structure.60,61

Fig. 1. XRD Patterns of (a) starting powder P25 and (b) synthesized 1D titanates.

XRD pattern additionally displayed predominantly four diffraction peaks at 2θ ~ 5.5,
24, 28 and 48° features for Na2Ti3O7 or H2Ti3O7 type of titanate (JCPDS 31–1329) (JCPDS
41–192), respectively that having a monoclinic crystalline structure, and is made out of
corrugated strips of edge-sharing TiO6 octahedral, each strip is three-octahedral wide and
strips further corner join to form stepped layers. The mentioned peaks could be related to
the interlayer spacing typical for 1D titanate structure.62,63 Thus, the chemical structure of
the synthesized TNTs in this research could be NaxH2-xTi3O7.

3.2. Before soaking in SBF
3.2.1. SEM observations

Fig. 2 shows SEM micrographs of microspheres produced by the single emulsion
method with different sizes. The microspheres resulted in spherical morphologies, and
their surfaces appeared rough and not porous.
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Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of PCL microspheres obtained by single emulsion method.

The optimized processing conditions (60 °C for 90 min) were suitable for sintered
microsphere-based scaffolds with a well-defined 3D micro-structure, as presented in the
micrographs of Fig. 3. The microscopic analysis also demonstrated that microspheres are
randomly packed together with connecting necks arranged uniformly along the spatial
dimension.
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Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) composite scaffolds sintered at 60 °C, for 90 min at
different magnifications.

As it can be observed in this figure, the SEM micrograph of PCL/TNT microsphere
scaffolds sintered at 60 °C for 90 min. The scaffolds were made by microspheres, and all
types of PCL-based microspheres remained in spherical shape with visible rough surfaces
because of great TNT conglomeration enrichment on their surfaces.
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3.2.2. Mechanical properties

The preparation of 3D porous composite scaffolds is achievable through a
microsphere sintering technique. The sintering time is the processing parameter that can
control the mechanical properties and porous structures of the sintered microsphere
scaffolds. Figs. 4 and 5 show the measured compressive modulus and strength of the
composite scaffolds for different size ranges sintered (300–500 μm and 500–1000 μm)
under different conditions. As it can be seen in this figure, the compressive modulus and
compressive strength of the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffolds sintered at 60 °C for 90 min
(3.65 ± 0.18 MPa for 300–500 μm and 3.2 ± 0.16 MPA for 500–1000 μm) are remarkably
and statistically higher than the scaffolds prepared at other sintering conditions (p
value < 0.05). Increasing either sintering time resulted in better mechanical properties
because of a greater bonding area. Also, by increasing the TNT in the composite scaffold,
the mechanical properties decrease.

Fig. 4. (a) Compressive modulus and (b) compressive strength of the scaffolds as a function of scaffold
compositions and sintering conditions (microsphere range size: 300–500 μm) (n = 5).
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Fig. 5. (a) Compressive modulus and (b) compressive strength of the scaffolds as a function of scaffold
compositions and sintering conditions (microsphere range size: 500–1000 μm) (n = 5).

The compressive modulus and compressive strength increase at a decreasing
microsphere diameter range. In particular, the data showed that a decrease in microsphere
size range (from 500–1000 to 300–500 μm) resulted in an increase in the compressive
modulus. This could be attributed to the increase in the number of connecting necks
between microspheres at smaller size ranges. Moreover, PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) showed a
statistically higher compressive modulus (69.3 ± 4.2 MPa for 300–500 μm and
58.6 ± 2.8 MPA for 500–1000 μm) and compressive strength compared to other prepared
scaffolds (p value < 0.05), and therefore, this scaffold was selected as an optimum sample
for further evaluation of mechanical properties. Loadings beyond 0.5 wt% TNT in the
starting material led to a decrease in the mechanical properties of these prepared scaffolds,
due in part to the aggregation of nanotubes. In addition, the upgrade in compressive
modulus and compressive strength at smaller microsphere diameters could be ascribed to
the reduction in the porosity of the scaffolds. From the aforementioned discussion, it can be
concluded that the TiO2 nanotube can act as an excellent reinforcing agent for a PCL matrix
in order to produce a new generation of bone tissue engineering scaffolds. However,
scaffolds with mechanical properties falling in the proposed range are still reasonable for
tissue engineering applications as they are within the range of trabecular bone (0.01–
2.0 GPa), as confirmed by several researchers.64 A point-by-point quantitative investigation
of porosity features was carried out in order to measure the impact of sintering time and
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microsphere sizes on the pore size and percentage of interconnected porosity of the
sintered microspheres.

In fact, the leading factor in microsphere sintering scaffold preparation is the
control over the degree of bonding among the microspheres by finely regulating sintering
conditions. A small bonding area results in weak coalescence among microspheres, leading
to poor mechanical characteristics of the scaffold, while a large bonding area leads to a
reduction in scaffold porosity and interconnection.

The need for alternatives to currently available bone graft substitutes has generated
numerous candidates, many of which are composed of a polymer and ceramic. The use of
this combination is well-founded as titanium dioxide (TiO2) is the inorganic material and
has been shown to be bioactive, osteoconductive and, in some instances, osteoinductive.

In the present paper, we designed and prepared PCL/TNT composite sintered
microsphere scaffolds for applications in bone tissue engineering. The underlying
hypothesis is that the incorporation of TNT can improve the mechanical properties of the
polymeric (PCL) scaffolds and thereby generate better matrices for bone tissue engineering
applications.
The mechanical properties were shown to be dependent on a number of
parameters, including polymer/ceramic ratio within the microspheres, and heating time of
the matrix.

As the bond increases with longer heating times, the strength of the matrix
increases as well. However, as the heating time increases, the risk of microspheres fusing
together increases as well. As the bond between neighboring microspheres increases, it is
more likely that pores that are formed between adjacent microspheres will be closed off,
weakening the interconnected pore structure of the matrix. Thus, it is beneficial to increase
the heating to obtain stronger compressive properties.65

Equally important to mechanical properties is the surface area available for
microsphere-microsphere bonding. To bond the microspheres together, the composite
matrix is heated above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer. By heating
above the Tg, the polymeric chains become energized and begin to intertwine with those of
the neighboring microspheres. As more time passes, the extent of intertwining increases
and the bond is enhanced. However, this can only take place if the two surfaces in contact
with each other are polymeric. In the instance that the TiO2 nanotube is available on the
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surface and is in contact with either polymer or TiO2 nanotube on the neighboring
microsphere, bonding will not take place. Rather, to sinter TiO2, the temperature would
need to be heated to several hundred degrees C, which would remove the polymer (PCL)
completely. As the polymeric content of the microsphere decreases and the potential for
TiO2 to be on the surface of the microsphere increases, the bonds between microspheres
will decrease and the matrix will lose mechanical properties. Thus, it can be inferred that as
the polymer/ceramic ratio decreases, the mechanical properties of the matrix will also
decrease. As the polymer content of the microspheres increases, and therefore surfaces
available for bonding increases, the mechanical properties also increase.65
The realization of scaffolds via a bottom-up approach based on microsphere
assembly offers several advantages compared to conventional techniques of porous
scaffold preparation.

In particular, it permits the independent control over pore size, interconnection,
mechanical characteristics and additionally customized arrival of multiple bioactive
signals. Hence, the usage of new methodologies based on the assembly of microspheres
represents a fundamental outline stage to control spatial properties and the worldly
development of scaffold properties, which is required to direct the microanatomical
arrangement of complex tissues, such as bone. Here, we suggest a strategy that allows for
the sintering of microspheres with unexpected morphological and structural properties
through chemical and thermal route to engineer a synthetic scaffold that would give a
negative layout for bone regeneration.64
3.2.3. Mercury intrusion porosimetry

Fig. 6 compares porosity data obtained by mercury intrusion porosimetry from the
prepared scaffold in order to determine a relationship among microsphere size range and
porosity features (i.e., pore size, pore fraction). The average pore size and total porosity
percentage increased at an increasing microsphere diameter range for both prepared
scaffolds (see Fig. 15) (36 ± 5 for PCL + 0.5 wt% TNT for 300–500 μm and 33 ± 4 for 500–
1000 μm)(p value > 0.05). Also, the pore structures of the composite scaffolds are affected
by sintering conditions. Tahriri and Moztarzadeh11 reported that increasing sintering time
resulted in possible closure of pores, which led to decreased scaffold porosity. Also, Luciani
et al.64 exhibited that the average pore size increased after enhancing microsphere
diameters. Therefore, the suggested methodology fulfills the idea that bottom-up
approaches allow for the prediction of macropore size by properly choosing the
microsphere diameter range.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of porosity features by mercury intrusion porosimetry (a) total porosity and (b)
average pore diameter of the prepared scaffolds as a function of scaffold composition and microspheres
diameter range (n = 5).

The porosity of PCL/TNT scaffolds was affected by sintering conditions as well. This
observation is in agreement with what Jiang et al. found previously.66

The sintered microsphere technique of constructing scaffolds is to pack
microspheres in a confined 3D space, which guarantees the interconnected pore structure
because of the nature of the geometry. The natural bone is composed of approximately
30% tissue and 70% pore volume.67 The development aim of sintered microsphere
technique is to prepare a negative template for bone regeneration,68,69 it means that, a 3D
matrix with approximately 30% pore volume and 70% biodegradable scaffolding materials.
Apparently, 30% pore volume will be filled with newly formed bone tissue and the
remaining percentage constituting degradable biomaterials (70%) will be absorbed by
human body.70 Therefore, this structure could itself be utilized as a scaffold, or as synthetic
scaffold providing a negative template for bone regeneration.69
Many scaffold preparation techniques, such as gas foaming71 and phase
separation/leaching technique,72 give rise to scaffolds with high porosity. However, the
mechanical properties of these obtained scaffolds can often be compromised and can be as
low as < 1 MPa.71 The porosity should always be balanced with the mechanical need of the
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scaffolds. Thus, the porosity (~ 35%) of the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffold sintered at 60 °C
for 90 min is appropriate, considering the scaffold's role as a negative template and the
highest mechanical property the scaffolds displayed.

The initial work by Hulbert et al.73 demonstrated that the minimum pore size for
significant ingrowth of natural bone was between 75 and 100 μm. Many researchers have
reported a pore size above 100 μm for defining a narrower range of optimal values. Klenke
et al.74 reported the effect of pore size on vascularization and osseointegration of biphasic
calcium phosphate particles in critical-sized cranial defects in mice. It is reported that the
functional capillary density was remarkably higher with ceramic particles with pore sizes
> 140 μm than those whose pore sizes were < 140 μm. In addition, the volume of newly
formed bone increased as pore size increased and the group with pore size of 210–280 μm
exhibited the highest degree of bone formation. In another study by Gotz et al.,75 the
amount of lamellar bone formation was found to be linearly related to pore size. In 100 μm
pores, bone remodeling took place with a pronounced time lag as compared to larger pores.
In 300 μm pores, a delayed osseointegration was seen as compared to 200 μm pores.
Therefore, they concluded that 200 μm may be the optimum pore size for laser-textured
Ti6A14V implants. Considering these findings in the literature, the pore size of
approximately 150 μm for 300–500 μm and 185 μm for 500–1000 μm of our PCL/TNT
(0.5 wt%) composite scaffolds sintered at 60 °C for 90 min should be appropriate for bone
regeneration.

3.3. After soaking in SBF
3.3.1. Biodegradation test

The biodegradation behavior of PCL and its composites have been examined for six
weeks. Weight loss has been conducted as a measure of biodegradation when the samples
were soaked in the SBF. Fig. 7 shows the weight loss of pure PCL and its composites as a
function of time. It is clear that the degradation rate is entirely rapid in composites as
compared to pure PCL.
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Fig. 7. Weight loss of prepared scaffolds in SBF as a function of time (n = 5)).

On the other hand, the composite with TNT exhibits greater degradation than that of
the pure PCL [(1.45 ± 0.24% for 1 week and 7.5 ± 0 5% for 6 weeks for PCL + 0.5 wt%
TNT) and (0.095 ± 0.02% for 1 week and 1.8 ± 0.35% for 6 weeks for pure PCL)] (p
value < 0.05). Initially, due to the swelling of the polymer, degradation was slower, but as
the time increased, weight losses were observed. Much less deterioration was seen for pure
PCL while composites exhibit approximately huge degradation. For a biodegradable
polyester like PCL, the degradation happens via hydration following the hydrolysis of ester
linkages. The rate of chain scission is connected with its crystallinity since cleavage occurs
overwhelmingly in the amorphous section of the polymer.76
It is noticeable that PCL is less hydrophilic and highly crystalline than its various
composites. Also, rapid water penetration is not allowed in the PCL due to its
hydrophobicity in nature. Furthermore, the PCL/TNT composite has a higher surface area
and has better water adsorbability. Therefore, the composites exhibit a higher degradation
rate in comparison to pure PCL. Biodegradation and mineralization of PCL/TNT composite
is faster and greater as compared to pure PCL. Therefore, PCL/TNT composite is a superior
material for bioimplants and other biomedical applications where a smaller dimension and
higher surface area of TiO2 nanotube could enhance the characteristics of the composite.
The degradation of a scaffold is perhaps the most important feature in designing a
scaffold. We previously discussed the importance of tailoring a scaffold's properties to
match the mechanical properties of the tissue it was restoring. An ideal scaffold would
establish a biochemical and mechanical support system until the damaged tissue was fully
regenerated. A perfect scaffold would biodegrade at a rate steady and in accordance with
tissue regeneration. This prevents pseudohealing, in which the scaffold has completely
degraded but the tissue regenerated is not yet at full functionality. In addition, scaffold
biodegradation that is slower than tissue regeneration could inhibit or disrupt new tissue
functionality. Similarly, as it essential to the achievement of an orthopedic scaffold, a layer
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of calcium phosphate mineralization occurs on its surface. The coating of calcium
phosphate on an implant has been displayed to increase its ability to bond in vivo with
native bone.77 The accomplishment of an orthopedic implant is intrinsically connected to
its capacity to attach to local bone in vivo. This bonding promotes osseointegration, the
formation of a direct interface between an implant and bone, without intervening soft
tissue.78,79

The encapsulation of orthopedic implants by fibrous tissue is very much
demonstrated and is one of the main sources of implant failure. Implant loosening is an
indirect result usually due to mechanical or wear debris causing fibrous tissue to isolate the
implant from the native bone. While surface properties, such as surface roughness, surface
chemistry and topography play an important role in developing strong osseointegration, so
does a surface layer of calcium phosphate mineralization.79–82 Nonetheless, there are
differing speculations on how bone (mineralized or not) re-precipitates. It is proposed that
uncovered phosphate (PO43 −) and hydroxyl groups (− OH) from the mineral layer evoke a
negative charge83,84 on the surface of the material. This attracts the positively charged
calcium ions, leeched from the bone, to the surface of the bone. This then attracts the
negatively charged phosphate ions, which results in re-precipitation on the surface. This is
known as heterogeneous nucleation. The link between a calcium phosphate layer on a
scaffold's surface and the osseointegration of the scaffold and native bone is well
ascertained. Thus, it is evident that the ability of a scaffold to form a calcium phosphate
layer on its surface is paramount to developing an effective and functional scaffold in vivo.

In our degradation studies, the scaffolds were immersed in SBF. The ionic
concentration of the SBF was similar to that of human plasma. In addition, SBF was used to
decide bioactivity - to be specific, calcium phosphate deposition - on the surface of the
scaffolds. Specifically, we assessed whether the addition of the TNT in a scaffold's
composition would enhance the calcium phosphate mineralization on its surface.
3.3.2. Mechanical properties

The compressive modulus and compressive strength of the prepared scaffolds after
immersion in SBF are shown in Fig. 8 and 9 as a function of immersion time, respectively.
The compressive strength and modulus of PCL and PCL/TNT composite scaffolds
decreased during the 6 weeks. The compressive strength of PCL and PCL/TNT scaffolds
decreased from the as-fabricated value of 1.8 ± 0.27 MPa to 1.27 ± 0.12 MPa and
3.65 ± 0.18 MPa to 2.55 ± 0.12 MPa after 6 weeks in SBF, respectively (p value < 0.05).
Furthermore, the compressive modulus of PCL and PCL/TNT scaffolds decreased from the
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as-fabricated value of 27.3 ± 1.9 MPa to 23.6 ± 0.95 MPa and 69.3 ± 4.2 MPa to
57.4 ± 2.9 MPa after 6 weeks in SBF, respectively (p value < 0.05). Therefore, both types of
the prepared scaffolds approximately maintained the compressive mechanical properties
during 6 weeks of in vitro degradation.

Fig. 8. Compressive modulus of the PCl and PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffolds over the 6 weeks' degradation
period (n = 5).

Fig. 9. Compressive strength of the PCl and PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffolds over the 6 weeks' degradation
period (n = 5).

In order to have a better understanding of the effect of fillers (TiO2 nanotube) and
processing conditions on the degradation of the composite, it is essential to review the
mechanisms and the factors that could affect the polymer degradation.

Aliphatic polyesters decompose through hydrolytic degradation. When in aqueous
media, degradation occurs through cleavage of the ester bond.85 Although a number of
research studies have been carried out on the preparation and degradation of these
materials, the role of the low molecular weight fragments in the degradation process is still
unknown. Schliecker et al.86 proposed that the hydrolytic degradation process could be
influenced by four parameters: particularly, the rate constant, the amount of water that has
been uptaked, the diffusion coefficient of the chain parts, and the solubility of the
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degradation byproducts in the fluid media. The degradation of a polymer matrix could
proceed via the following mechanisms:
(i)surface or heterogeneous and
(ii)bulk or homogeneous erosion.86

In the first case,1 water is being absorbed by the polymer and hydrolytic ester
cleavage occurs at the surface of the polymer matrix. This generates chain fragments that
have acidic end groups. At first, polymer degradation is faster than water intrusion into the
polymer bulk, which causes degradation primarily in the furthest area and not in the
internal part of the matrix. The decrease in molecular weight, along with an increase in the
polydispersity, Mw/Mn, and polymer mass loss occur. After a short time, water diffusion is
relatively rapid in comparison to polymer degradation. Reaction/diffusion phenomena,
which involve water soluble low molecular weight degradation products at the surface and
the inner part of the polymer, govern polymer degradation.85 In small size medical devices,
soluble oligomers can escape before the devices are fully degraded. In contrast, in large size
devices, only soluble oligomers that are found near to the outer surface can escape, while
the ones inside the device remain entrapped as a result of their relatively small diffusion
coefficients. Consequently, carboxyl end groups are more concentrated in the center, and
the degradation rate increases due to autocatalysis of ester hydrolysis by the carboxyl
groups.85,86

In the second case of homogeneous erosion, polymers degrade slowly and water
diffusion into the system is faster than polymer degradation. Accordingly, the entire system
hydrates quickly, and when the polymers change into oligomers, they are separated
throughout. It is essential to note that degradable polymers can erode via both pathways
depending on the erosion conditions, the geometry of the samples, and the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic characteristics of the polymer.86 Initially, the degradation
continues through the amorphous sections, since they have higher water uptake ability
than the crystalline ones. The degraded parts diffuse and then recrystallize. The degree of
crystallinity could increase along with degradation. After the major part of the amorphous
area degrades, hydrolysis proceeds from the edge to the center of the crystalline domains.86
Polycaprolactone is also a semi-crystalline aliphatic polyester but with higher
crystallinity and hydrophobicity than polylactic acid, and as a result, it shows a different
degradation behavior. The hydrophobicity of polycaprolactone could be attributed to a
surface erosion/degradation characteristic as Xu et al.87 illustrated in their study of
hydrophobic polyesters. Polycaprolactone has lower degradation rates than polylactic acid,
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but being highly compatible with osteoblasts is useful for long-term implant
applications.87,88

This change in mechanical properties after soaking in SBF is due to two opposite
effects.89 On one hand, the research studies ascertain faster degradation of the amorphous
phase of material than the crystalline phase, increasing the crystallinity and thus the
mechanical properties. On the other hand, degradation produces mass loss and porosity in
the sample, resulting in a decrease of mechanical properties (Young's modulus).90 The
porosity can be produced inside the sample, if bulk degradation takes places, or near the
surface of the sample, if superficial erosion is the degradation mechanism.91

3.4. In vitro biological evaluations
3.4.1. MTT assay

The results given by MTT assay were compared to the control group (polystyrene
well) as shown in Fig. 10. According to the results, the addition of TNT to polymeric
scaffolds had no negative effect on the proliferation of G-292 cells. Also, viabilities were
better for nanocomposite scaffolds [PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%)] using G-292 cell line; however,
they resulted in a significant reduction in the biocompatibility of the nanocomposite
samples in comparison to the control group only after 3 days' incubation time. With
increasing incubation periods (14 days), viabilities improved even comparing with the
control group [112.5 ± 5.2% for PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) and 95 ± 7.5% for pure PCL scaffold]
(p value < 0.05).

Fig. 10. Cell proliferation of G-292 cells proliferated on the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffolds along with
negative control after incubation for 3, 7, and 14 days (n = 5).
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3.4.2. ALP activity

ALP is a well-known analysis for the differentiation of osteoblasts during
osteogenesis. ALP activity results for G-292 cells on the PCL and PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%)
scaffold is given for 3, 7, and 14 days of incubation period (see Fig. 11). The obtained
results confirmed that there is a general trend of increasing in ALP activity for PCL/TNT
(0.5 wt%) scaffold by time (117.4 ± 7.4% for 14 days and 87.6 ± 4.4% for 1 day) (p
value < 0.05).

Fig. 11. ALP activity test for G-292 cells proliferated on the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffolds along with
negative control after incubation for 3, 7, and 14 days (n = 5).

3.4.3. SEM observations of cell morphology

In the current study, the cytocompatibility tests of the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffold
was carried out using SaOS-2 cells, a human osteoblast-like cell line. SEM micrographs of
SaOS-2 cells cultured on the surface of the scaffold is presented as Fig. 12. After 7 days of
culture, SaOS-2 cells spread well over the surface and showed normal morphology and
phenotype. Also, the connection of the cells to each other can be observed in this figure.
The cells displayed filopodia anchorage and proliferated well on the surface of the scaffold.
The cells on the surface of the prepared scaffold appeared to be elongated as well as well
attached and spread. It is noticeable that the cells were anchored to the surface of the
scaffold by discrete filopodia. It was also revealed that the cells are penetrating into the
scaffolds through their pores.
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Fig. 12. Morphology of SaOS-2 cells cultured on the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffold at different
magnifications.

3.4.4. RT-PCR analysis

A quantitative RT-PCR method was employed to determine gene expression of
osteoblasts after 3 and 7 days. In order to know whether MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblast
differentiation was affected by PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%), we chose COL-1, OCN, and RUNX-2 as
markers for osteoblastic differentiation in this paper. Among bone matrices, COL-1 is the
most abundant protein synthesized by active osteoblasts and conductive to mineral
deposition. Osteocalcin is chosen solely by osteoblasts and thought to play an important
role in the body's metabolic regulation, and it is pro-osteoblastic, or bone-building.92 It is
additionally involved in bone mineralization and calcium ion homeostasis. RUNX-2 gene is
a member of the RUNX family of transcription factors and encodes a nuclear protein with a
runt DNA-binding domain. The protein could bind DNA both as a monomer and, with more
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affinity, as a subunit of a heterodimeric complex. This protein has been considered a key
transcription factor associated with osteoblast differentiation.93 The obtained RT-PCR
results for mRNA expression of osteocalcin and RUNX-2, both of which are osteoblast
markers, are revealed as fold enhances.

As it can be seen in the Fig. 13, there are significant differences in the osteocalcin
expression between PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) and PCL at day 3 (and 7 (p value < 0.05) (see Fig.
13(a)). The osteocalcin expression was 1.26-fold higher on day 3 and about 5-fold higher
on day 7 for the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) as opposed to the PCL samples. Also, the RUNX-2
expression was significantly higher by day 7 for the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) as opposed to the
PCL samples (see Fig. 13(b). The COL-1 expression was significantly lower by day 3 for the
PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) as opposed to the PCL samples. However, significant higher COL-1
expression of PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) than PCL samples was seen at day 7 (p value < 0 0.05)
(see Fig. 13(c).
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Fig. 13. Quantitative real-time PCR analysis for (a) OCN, (b) RUNX-2 and (c) COL-1 on the PCL and
PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) scaffold as a function of incubation time (n = 5).

According to the obtained results, better osteoblast viability and differentiation
marked by higher OCN, RUNX-2 and COL-1 expression were seen on PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%)
rather than PCL surfaces. The addition of TiO2 nanotube to the PCL caused significantly
increased osteoblast differentiation. There are several factors that could attribute to
increased mineralized matrix production when osteoblasts were cultured on PCL/TNT
(0.5 wt%) scaffolds. Finally, the obtained gene expression results provide evidence that the
prepared scaffold constitutes a good substrate for MC3T3-E1 cell differentiation prompting
ECM mineralization.
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we fabricated 3D scaffolds based on the microsphere sintering
method in this paper. This technique provides a quick, reproducible, mild and flexible
means for creating a 3D scaffold and permits the independent control over pore size,
interconnection and mechanical properties. It was demonstrated that the sintered scaffold
had an interconnected porous structure, and the mechanical properties were suitable for
load-bearing bone tissue engineering applications. The obtained experimental results
confirmed that PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) exhibited higher compressive modulus and
compressive strength compared to other prepared scaffolds, and thus, this scaffold was
selected as an ideal one for further investigation of mechanical characteristics. In fact,
loadings beyond 0.5 wt% TNT in the starting material led to a reduction in the mechanical
properties of these prepared scaffolds, due in part to the aggregation of nanotubes.
Moreover, the increase in compressive modulus and compressive strength at smaller
microsphere diameters could be attributed to the decrease in total porosity of the scaffolds.
Moreover, the in vitro biological properties data revealed that the PCL/TNT (0.5 wt%) had
a better biocompatibility and bioactivity than PCL scaffolds. Also, the obtained results from
quantitative RT-PCR provide evidence that the PCL scaffold containing TiO2 nanotube
constitutes an excellent substrate for cell differentiation, leading to ECM mineralization.
Eventually, the future work will be focused on complex tissue replacement by
micropositioning the building blocks of the scaffold in order to exhibit complex arrays of
biophysical and biochemical signals following a tight dose, time and space control.
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